True Flex Gel Knee Pads

True Flex Knee Pads are used and demanded by True Professionals worldwide working some of the most extreme work environments.

**Full Natural Rotation**
Uniquely jointed to allow full rotation of the knee. Allows the user complete freedom of movement without the inconvenience of knee pad slippage.

**Maximum Protection**
True Flex Knee Pads provide maximum protection well above and below the knee with incredible durability.

**True Comfort**
*Premium Gel Pad* insert provides gel comfort along with a High Grade inner foam padding for optimum support.

*Dual Density Foam* provides soft cushy foam against the user’s knee for great comfort, firmer foam against the outer shell has excellent memory and does not break down.

**Interchangeable Grip Strips**
2 sets included!

**Stability Bar Grip Strip™**
Aggressive profile, creates a more stable base!

**Lo-Pro Grip Strip™**
Lower profile, allows the knee to roll side to side easier!

**TRUE COMFORT - TRUE PROTECTION**
Fits most any size due to the flexible nature of the knee pad and near infinite adjustability of 1.5” wide Nylon Elastic Straps and Nylon Zip Clips

**Material Content**
46% Plastic Polymer
46% EVA, 8% silicone gel

**Color**
Grey / Blue

**Packaging Dimensions & Weight**
25” x 12” x 15”, 22 lbs.
12 pairs/carton

**Product UPC**
745477698431

TSE Safety - Innovative safety products designed for maximum quality, comfort and protection.
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